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About This Content

[Transcript from 1959 experimental Sputnik launch, Read with Russian accent] This is Launch control. Cabin atmosphere and
pressure stable. Testmonkey is in seat. Ignition sequence starts. 4... 3... 2... 1... Boost. We have lift-off. All tanks pressurized.

Tower cleared. Wait minute... Monkey is out of seat. Monkey get back in seat! Yuri!!! No Yuri that is not banana, that is
experimental warpcompressor control mechanism. Yuri! Take out of mouth. Nooo! Yuri You're short circuiting the... (static).

This DLC contains a custom skin for Yuri in Awesomenauts. You need to have Yuri available as a playable character in order to
access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Boring piece of crap.. Perfect, satisfying retro action! the sounds, the music, all sound like something you'd hear on the atari or
the NES. I totally reccomend this game, its not ground breaking obviously but it sure is fun and one hell of a time waster. + The
story is short and sweet. There's no filler just a solid 4-ish hours of entertainment.
+ interesting and engaging cast. I had a lot of fun getting to know each of the main characters.
+ really interesting combat. up until the end I had to keep learning new strategies for taking down foes. every battle felt unique.
+ really catchy music that draws you into this world

- difficulty curve was a bit all over the place, but it was a mild frustration at most.

overall I'm quite happy with the game. well worth my $15.. This game was pretty fun I enjoyed playing it and would reccomend
it to any one who has played resident evil / biohazard.. A really fun challenging game! for the price it is totally worth it! I don't
think i have played a game like this ever before. It can be frustrating, but rewarding when you make progress. There is one
glitch i found where you fall through the floor, but overall it plays really well. I recommend it!
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I usually don't even review the Solitaire games I play, though perhaps I should. I love playing this type of solitaire while listening
to music. It requires enough concentration to be engaging but not so much that you can't stop to bob your head. I picked up
Crime Solitaire 2: The Smoking Gun because it seemed like it might be pretty humorous or have a fun little story to uncover
while clicking through the cards.

First, the good news: it does. Not only does the game have a fun little story with voice acting that isn't half-bad, but it even has
these ridiculous corny jokes that reminded me of Leslie Nielsen, who I think would make a fantastic Max Stone. Other
characters say things to Max like "Can I be frank?" and he responds with quips like "if that's what you want me to call you," etc.

Unfortunately, I feel like the game messes up the one piece it really needs to nail - the solitaire. First of all, the patterns are
brutal - very often, you'll have only 3-4 cards you can click at any given time. To complicate matters, your "deck" seems to only
have around 12 cards in it. When you've cycled through around 8 of them (with just 4 left), the game gives you this incessant,
loud, heartbeat noise. I know the game wants to let you know you've almost exhausted the deck, but it's simply obnoxious.
Lastly, I couldn't find the number of cards you need to finish a given level anywhere. On some levels, it's enough to leave 5
cards on the board. On another, I remember having to clear them all.

Thankfully, you can buy cards to help you conquer these ridiculous layouts. You gain money for each victory, and can buy
spares, wildcards, and even magnifying glasses (I think I'm remembering this correctly) that reveal all cards. Initially, the levels
weren't quite so absurd, and I might need to use 1-2 wildcards\/spares to complete them. After a while, however, I would need
to use almost my entire stock of spares\/wildcards to complete a board. As the amount of money earned per map seems to be
relatively stagnant, I soon ran out of money. Because you're spending so much on these items, the fact that you don't know the
requirements to win can be excruciating. You might use all of your spares and wildcards when you never had a chance to win on
that particular attempt, or try to preserve a spare when you could've used it to remove one more card and win.

At this point, I decided that I was done with the game. The way that the progression worked actually reminded me of a free-to-
play game - you spend some time with the game, get used to the gameplay, have a few laughs, but then find that you need to
spend actual money to win. The only thing missing was the ability to buy extra in-game currency with actual money. However,
this is a retail-priced release! If you enjoy this sort of game, I'd first recommend the Grey Alien releases, followed by those of
Revills.. The pinball tables in this game are all very boring and unimaginative. Physics are so-so but overall I wouldn't
recommend it.. How many things can a talentless hack screw up in a fake game? How about everything possible! Welcome to
DeerHunterX.

I was very suspicious when I bought this as it resembles things I've seen and tried on Steam before that were worthless asset
dumps excreted out by shady dirtbags to rip people off. While I'm 99.99% sure this is those same dirtbags, this is by far their
worst piece of garbage yet.

In this thing you are some guy dumped into a large empty green map with knee-high hills and invisible walls. You look around
and see deer assets and tree assets dumped into the map just like you were. There are a couple weapons you can pick up
although they remain on the tables. Then you can gather unlimited ammo to go around and shoot these braindead deer statues
that occasionally animate to walk a couple feet where they go back into statue mode.

Nothing works properly in this piece of garbage. You have points listed in the lower left and start with 149,000 or so points and
when you pick up weapons you buy them with cash, which is the points. They just didn't bother renaming points to cash as these
so called "developers" are as lazy as they are worthless.

The deer are so stupid they don't have any A.I. at all. You can walk right up to them, shoot them, whatever you want they don't
care, just like "devs".

In the top right of the screen you have a kill count which randomly increases whenever it feels like and doesn't count your kills
some of the time at all. It might as well be a random number generator.

Review \/ Game"play" Video
https:\/\/youtu.be\/NTd2ltJyVQs
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--> Follow My Steam Curator Here <--

This isn't a game, and if you buy this you aren't a customer, you are the latest sucker of these terrible "developers". Do not buy
this. I would say do not buy anything from this "developer" at all but unfortunately Steam allows them to change their dev name
with every release they put on the store and that's exactly what they do, because they are shady dirtbags. Luckily these particular
fake devs make many mistakes elsewhere that make it very easy to spot them even when they change their names and I show in
the video one example. I'd have shown more, I'm sure they have at least 6 things on Steam, but the daily avalanch of worthless
trash has buried them and I could only find one other example but it is always the same with this "developer".. Voodoo Vince
was a blast when I first played it on the original Xbox and it is just as fantastic today. The characters are hilarious with great
voiceovers and the world is wonderfully creative and colorful. This game is definitely worth a try, especially if you are in to
games from companies like Rare software.. The Ultimate Slav Simulator!
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